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We propose that this link manifests as strong transport of
moisture and hydrometeors at middle-to-upper levels of the
troposphere: moist, cloud-laden air is elevated by deep CSs over

the Indian subcontinent and then advected over the Himalayas
into the SWTP by the mid-tropospheric circulation. We term this
transport pathway the ‘up-and-over’ route.
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Figure 1 | June–September precipitation characteristics. (a) Topography of the Tibetan Plateau and surrounding areas. The inset shows summer
precipitation averaged over 1998–2013 using TRMM. (b) Precipitation linear trends during 1951–2007 using APHRODITE. (c) Correlation coefficient
between area-averaged precipitation over the southwestern Tibetan Plateau (SWTP; green polygon) and precipitation over the entire study region
(1951–2007, APHRODITE). Dots in b,c indicate statistically significant areas (Po0.01, using a two-sided t-test). Purple polygon in b,c indicates central-
eastern India (CEI). The red isoline in b,c is the 2,500 m elevation contour locating the Tibetan Plateau.
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Figure 2 | Summer precipitation variations. (a) Time series of standardized anomalies in summer mean precipitation over the southwestern Tibetan
Plateau (SWTP; green) and central-eastern India (CEI; purple) using APHRODITE (1951–2007) and TRMM (1998–2013). (b) As in a but for daily
precipitation from TRMM during June–September 2002. The light blue shading marks days with intrusive CSs, while the light orange shading marks days
with non-intrusive CSs. Green dashed lines indicate the seasonal mean precipitation over the SWTP and purple for 6 mm per day over CEI.
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The southwestern Tibetan Plateau (SWTP)

Dong et al., 2016  |  doi:10.1038/ncomms10925

• A semiarid region with a vulnerable 
ecosystem, drier and more isolated 
than the more extensively studied 
eastern Tibetan Plateau

• Sharp declines in glacier extent over 
recent decades

• Orographic precipitation dominates 
during summertime (JJAS), with the 
Himalayan foothills receiving much 
more rainfall than the SWTP

• Precipitation events over the SWTP 
often serve as precursors for storm 
systems downstream, with some 
systems that develop over the 
SWTP later causing extreme rainfall 
and severe flooding in East Asia

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms10925


• Identifying these mechanisms is critical for understanding glacier 
mass balance, river runoff into surrounding regions, and threats to 
local ecosystems under climate change

• The Himalayas are more than 5000 m above sea level on average 
between 75–95°E, but the interior of the SWTP receives more 
precipitation than many regions blocked by high mountains (such 
as the desert regions of the southwestern US or South America)

• Upslope flow is the primary source of summer rainfall over the 
eastern Tibetan Plateau, but much of this arrives via the relatively 
deep and wide Brahmaputra corridor — can upslope flow still 
account for observed precipitation amounts in the southwest?

• Numerical simulations and isotopic analyses indicate that much of 
the rainfall can be traced back to the nearby ocean — by what 
route(s) does this moisture arrive?

Key question: 
What controls summer precipitation over the SWTP?
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Precipitation trends: 
Summertime rainfall has decreased over both the SWTP and 
central Eastern India (CEI).

We propose that this link manifests as strong transport of
moisture and hydrometeors at middle-to-upper levels of the
troposphere: moist, cloud-laden air is elevated by deep CSs over

the Indian subcontinent and then advected over the Himalayas
into the SWTP by the mid-tropospheric circulation. We term this
transport pathway the ‘up-and-over’ route.
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Figure 1 | June–September precipitation characteristics. (a) Topography of the Tibetan Plateau and surrounding areas. The inset shows summer
precipitation averaged over 1998–2013 using TRMM. (b) Precipitation linear trends during 1951–2007 using APHRODITE. (c) Correlation coefficient
between area-averaged precipitation over the southwestern Tibetan Plateau (SWTP; green polygon) and precipitation over the entire study region
(1951–2007, APHRODITE). Dots in b,c indicate statistically significant areas (Po0.01, using a two-sided t-test). Purple polygon in b,c indicates central-
eastern India (CEI). The red isoline in b,c is the 2,500 m elevation contour locating the Tibetan Plateau.
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Figure 2 | Summer precipitation variations. (a) Time series of standardized anomalies in summer mean precipitation over the southwestern Tibetan
Plateau (SWTP; green) and central-eastern India (CEI; purple) using APHRODITE (1951–2007) and TRMM (1998–2013). (b) As in a but for daily
precipitation from TRMM during June–September 2002. The light blue shading marks days with intrusive CSs, while the light orange shading marks days
with non-intrusive CSs. Green dashed lines indicate the seasonal mean precipitation over the SWTP and purple for 6 mm per day over CEI.
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Trends for 1951–2007 based on the
APHRODITE precipitation analysis

CEI

SWTP
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We propose that this link manifests as strong transport of
moisture and hydrometeors at middle-to-upper levels of the
troposphere: moist, cloud-laden air is elevated by deep CSs over

the Indian subcontinent and then advected over the Himalayas
into the SWTP by the mid-tropospheric circulation. We term this
transport pathway the ‘up-and-over’ route.
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Figure 1 | June–September precipitation characteristics. (a) Topography of the Tibetan Plateau and surrounding areas. The inset shows summer
precipitation averaged over 1998–2013 using TRMM. (b) Precipitation linear trends during 1951–2007 using APHRODITE. (c) Correlation coefficient
between area-averaged precipitation over the southwestern Tibetan Plateau (SWTP; green polygon) and precipitation over the entire study region
(1951–2007, APHRODITE). Dots in b,c indicate statistically significant areas (Po0.01, using a two-sided t-test). Purple polygon in b,c indicates central-
eastern India (CEI). The red isoline in b,c is the 2,500 m elevation contour locating the Tibetan Plateau.
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Figure 2 | Summer precipitation variations. (a) Time series of standardized anomalies in summer mean precipitation over the southwestern Tibetan
Plateau (SWTP; green) and central-eastern India (CEI; purple) using APHRODITE (1951–2007) and TRMM (1998–2013). (b) As in a but for daily
precipitation from TRMM during June–September 2002. The light blue shading marks days with intrusive CSs, while the light orange shading marks days
with non-intrusive CSs. Green dashed lines indicate the seasonal mean precipitation over the SWTP and purple for 6 mm per day over CEI.
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Spatial correlations: 
Summertime rainfall over the SWTP is strongly correlated with 
rainfall over much of CEI at interannual time scales.

Correlations of summer precipitation 
with the SWTP area-mean

CEI

SWTP
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Temporal correlations: 
Total summer precipitation over the SWTP is tightly correlated 
with total summer precipitation over CEI.

We propose that this link manifests as strong transport of
moisture and hydrometeors at middle-to-upper levels of the
troposphere: moist, cloud-laden air is elevated by deep CSs over

the Indian subcontinent and then advected over the Himalayas
into the SWTP by the mid-tropospheric circulation. We term this
transport pathway the ‘up-and-over’ route.
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Figure 1 | June–September precipitation characteristics. (a) Topography of the Tibetan Plateau and surrounding areas. The inset shows summer
precipitation averaged over 1998–2013 using TRMM. (b) Precipitation linear trends during 1951–2007 using APHRODITE. (c) Correlation coefficient
between area-averaged precipitation over the southwestern Tibetan Plateau (SWTP; green polygon) and precipitation over the entire study region
(1951–2007, APHRODITE). Dots in b,c indicate statistically significant areas (Po0.01, using a two-sided t-test). Purple polygon in b,c indicates central-
eastern India (CEI). The red isoline in b,c is the 2,500 m elevation contour locating the Tibetan Plateau.
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Figure 2 | Summer precipitation variations. (a) Time series of standardized anomalies in summer mean precipitation over the southwestern Tibetan
Plateau (SWTP; green) and central-eastern India (CEI; purple) using APHRODITE (1951–2007) and TRMM (1998–2013). (b) As in a but for daily
precipitation from TRMM during June–September 2002. The light blue shading marks days with intrusive CSs, while the light orange shading marks days
with non-intrusive CSs. Green dashed lines indicate the seasonal mean precipitation over the SWTP and purple for 6 mm per day over CEI.
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} r = 0.64

} r = 0.68
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Context: 
How tightly connected are JJAS rainfall in Beijing and Tianjin?

Tianjin Beijing

r = 0.51

Figure courtesy of Lan Dai



Temporal correlations: 
This tight relationship is robust among observational datasets and 
many CMIP5 models

 

Supplementary Figure 1. Summer rainfall correlations. Correlation coefficients 

between summer rainfall over the SWTP and summer rainfall over CEI from 19 

CMIP5 models (left) and four observational data sets (right). The region definitions 

and methodology are identical to that used for Fig. 2a (see Methods for details), 

although the time period varies: 1901–2005 for CMIP5 historical experiments; 2006–

2099 for the CMIP5 RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 experiments; 1951–2007 for 

APHRODITE; 1998–2013 for TRMM; 1979–2010 for CMAP; and 1979–2012 for 

GPCP. Dashed lines indicate the 99% confidence level for CMIP5 results, with cyan 

for historical simulations and violet for future projections. Black dashes indicate the 

99% confidence level for each observational data set. Data sources and other 

information are listed in Supplementary Table 1 for CMIP5 models and 

Supplementary Table 2 for observational data sets.  
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What maintains this relationship? 
Examination of daily precipitation indicates that this co-variability is 
primarily determined by coherence between individual events

We propose that this link manifests as strong transport of
moisture and hydrometeors at middle-to-upper levels of the
troposphere: moist, cloud-laden air is elevated by deep CSs over

the Indian subcontinent and then advected over the Himalayas
into the SWTP by the mid-tropospheric circulation. We term this
transport pathway the ‘up-and-over’ route.
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Figure 1 | June–September precipitation characteristics. (a) Topography of the Tibetan Plateau and surrounding areas. The inset shows summer
precipitation averaged over 1998–2013 using TRMM. (b) Precipitation linear trends during 1951–2007 using APHRODITE. (c) Correlation coefficient
between area-averaged precipitation over the southwestern Tibetan Plateau (SWTP; green polygon) and precipitation over the entire study region
(1951–2007, APHRODITE). Dots in b,c indicate statistically significant areas (Po0.01, using a two-sided t-test). Purple polygon in b,c indicates central-
eastern India (CEI). The red isoline in b,c is the 2,500 m elevation contour locating the Tibetan Plateau.
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Figure 2 | Summer precipitation variations. (a) Time series of standardized anomalies in summer mean precipitation over the southwestern Tibetan
Plateau (SWTP; green) and central-eastern India (CEI; purple) using APHRODITE (1951–2007) and TRMM (1998–2013). (b) As in a but for daily
precipitation from TRMM during June–September 2002. The light blue shading marks days with intrusive CSs, while the light orange shading marks days
with non-intrusive CSs. Green dashed lines indicate the seasonal mean precipitation over the SWTP and purple for 6 mm per day over CEI.
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Data from  
JJAS 2002
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most large precipitation events over the SWTP occur in 
tandem with a corresponding event over CEI

r = 0.72
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What is the mechanism? 
(1) Upslope flow of moist air from CEI creates a link between wet 
conditions over CEI and wet conditions over SWTP

CEI

SWTP
UPSLOPE 

FLOW

moist air associated with 
organized convective systems



SWTP
UP

OVER

CEI

What is the mechanism? 
(2) Deep convection over CEI delivers moist air and hydrometeors 
to the mid–upper troposphere, which are then swept over SWTP
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SWTP

‘UP’

‘OVER’

CEI

Our hypothesis: 
The link stems primarily from up-and-over transport, which requires 
both convection over CEI and favorable upper level winds

summer 
rainfall

convective 
systems

non-convective 
systems

intrusive
systems

non-intrusive
systems

summer 
rainfall
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Step #1: 
Identifying intrusive and non-intrusive cases

1.Convective systems are identified as contiguous areas larger than 
10,000 km2 with CLAUS brightness temperatures less than 219 K

2.Large rainfall events are defined as days with daily precipitation 
larger than 6 mm based on gridded TRMM data

3.Days that satisfy both criteria over CEI are defined as ‘CS days’
4.CS days are classified into two types based on mid-tropospheric 

(400–600 hPa) meridional winds within 78–82°E and 26–32°N:
• intrusive CSs are days with northward winds that exceed 

the seasonal mean (about 1 m s–1)
• non-intrusive CSs are days with southward winds

5.The location and intensity of each CS are tracked using 850 hPa 
relative vorticity

Dong et al., 2016  |  doi:10.1038/ncomms10925
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Step #1: 
Identifying and examining intrusive and non-intrusive cases

 

Supplementary Figure 2. Example intrusive and non-intrusive CSs. a, 

Precipitation overlaid by 850 hPa winds, b, vertical velocity (shading) and horizontal 

winds at 500 hPa and c, moist static energy (shading) and horizontal winds at 300 hPa 

for a typical intrusive CS (12 September 2002). d-f, As in a–c, but for a typical 

non-intrusive CS (23 August 2002). Precipitation data is from TRMM3; all other 

fields are from the ERA-Interim reanalysis6. Precipitation amounts less than 5 mm are 

not shown in a and d. 

  

850 hPa v & TRMM precipitation 500 hPa v and ω 300 hPa v and MSE

an intrusive 
convective system

a non-intrusive 
convective system
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Supplementary Figure 8. Transects of total water content. Cross-sections of 

meridional and vertical winds with total water content (water vapour plus liquid and 

ice water content) along 80ºE longitude during a, a typical intrusive case (12 

September 2002) and b, a typical non-intrusive case (23 August 2002). All data are 

from the ERA-Interim reanalysis6. Black shading indicates the surface topography 

along the 80ºE transect. 

 

Vertical cross-sections: 
Intrusive events moisten the upper levels and are associated with 
cross-mountain flow in the mid–upper troposphere; both upslope 
and up-and-over transport are enhanced during intrusive CSs

Intrusive Non-intrusive
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Step #2: establishing observational context 
Is reanalysis data reliable for this purpose?

Supplementary Figure 7. Moisture distribution during an episode of intrusive 

rain event. Horizontal distributions of water vapour during an intrusive CS during 

5-8 September 2002 at a, 500 hPa, b, 400 hPa and c, 300 hPa based on twice-daily 

AIRS observations at 1°×1° resolution. d–f, As in a–c, but based on four times-daily 

ERA-Interim reanalysis data6 and with isobaric winds overlaid. Gray regions in a–c 

indicate missing data. 

 

AIRS

ERA-Interim

500 hPa 300 hPa 200 hPaa single intrusive 
convective system
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In situ observations: 
Radiosonde profiles of relative humidity collected over CEI show 
evident differences between convective and non-convective days, 
particularly in the middle and upper troposphere 

 
Supplementary Figure 10. Profiles of relative humidity from radiosonde 

measurements. Light green (blue) lines denote relative humidity profiles on 

convective (non-convective) days over CEI during the summer in 2002 (See Figure 

2b). Dark lines denote the averaged relative humidity after interpolating to standard 

levels, respectively. The locations of the four stations are marked in Supplementary 

Figure 3. Radiosonde observations are from the Integrated Global Radiosonde 

Archive (IGRA), which is available at https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov. 

  

 

Supplementary Figure 3. Model domains and observation stations. WRF model 

domains (horizontal resolutions of 27 km in domain 1 and 9 km in domain 2, 

respectively). The red markers indicate the locations of the five isotopic observation 

stations (Supplementary Table S3) and the blue markers with station number indicate 

the location of four radiosonde stations used in Supplementary Figure 10. The green 

dashed line indicates the cross section in Supplementary Figure 5. 

  

the monsoon trough are typically shifted slightly eastward
towards the northwestern Bay of Bengal in the non-intrusive
composite (Fig. 5d). The area of heavy rainfall during intrusive
CSs extends towards the northeast in a band that stretches from
CEI to the SWTP, but the area of heavy rainfall during non-
intrusive CSs is smaller and mostly confined to CEI. Northward
cross-barrier flow from CEI to the SWTP at 500 hPa is apparent
in the intrusive composite (Fig. 5b), and contrasts with southward
flow from the SWTP to CEI in the non-intrusive composite
(Fig. 5e). An eastward centre of high pressure at 300 hPa straddles
the southern periphery of the Plateau in the intrusive composite
(Fig. 5c), while anticyclonic winds associated with the Iran
High are much stronger and extend further eastward in the
non-intrusive composite (Fig. 5f), suggesting that intrusive
and non-intrusive CSs preferentially occur during the TP and
Iranian Plateau modes of the upper tropospheric anticyclone,
respectively39. This difference means that the upper level
circulation over the SWTP during non-intrusive CSs is
dominated by flow from the mid-latitudes rather than by flow
from the Indian subcontinent. Moist static energy, which reflects
the effects of convective heating and moistening, is likewise larger
in the intrusive composite, with a southwest–northeast tilt that
extends further over the SWTP30,40.

We apply the same method to create composite distributions of
moisture anomalies in the middle and upper troposphere using
twice-daily AIRS retrievals during 2002–2005 (Fig. 6). The
intrusive composite features a tongue of positive moisture
anomalies that extends northeastward from CEI to the SWTP
in the middle and upper troposphere (Fig. 6a–c), consistent with
the prevailing cross-barrier (southwesterly) flow. By contrast,
positive moisture anomalies are confined mainly to the southern
side of the Himalayas during non-intrusive CSs (Fig. 6d–f),

consistent with the anomalous eastward extension of the Iran
High and the associated anticyclonic flow. In summary, strong
southwesterly flow promotes moisture transport over the SWTP
during intrusive CSs, while strong northeasterly flow inhibits
moisture transport over the SWTP during non-intrusive CSs.

Figure 7 shows mean precipitation along a transect
perpendicular to the Plateau boundary for the intrusive and
non-intrusive CS composites. Intrusive and non-intrusive CSs
both result in large amounts of precipitation over the Indian
subcontinent, but intrusive CSs produce much more precipitation
over the SWTP than non-intrusive CSs. In particular, while
orographic precipitation along the south slope of the plateau
is apparent during both intrusive and non-intrusive CSs,
precipitation extends northward into the Plateau during intrusive
CSs but drops sharply at altitudes 42.5 km during non-intrusive
CSs. This difference highlights the importance of up-and-over
transport to precipitation over the SWTP. The up-and-over route
is open during intrusive CSs, and enhances rainfall by delivering
moisture and condensate to the inner part of the SWTP.
By contrast, the up-and-over route is effectively closed during
non-intrusive CSs, and precipitation rarely penetrates beyond the
flank of the plateau.

Discussion
Our results emphasize that mid-tropospheric advection of
convectively lofted hydrometeors and moisture from CSs in
CEI northward over the Himalayas (that is, ‘up-and-over’
transport) is critically important for summertime precipitation
variability over the SWTP. Relative to conventional upslope
moisture transport, which is frequent but inefficient, up-and-over
transport is more efficient but less frequent. Up-and-over
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the monsoon trough are typically shifted slightly eastward
towards the northwestern Bay of Bengal in the non-intrusive
composite (Fig. 5d). The area of heavy rainfall during intrusive
CSs extends towards the northeast in a band that stretches from
CEI to the SWTP, but the area of heavy rainfall during non-
intrusive CSs is smaller and mostly confined to CEI. Northward
cross-barrier flow from CEI to the SWTP at 500 hPa is apparent
in the intrusive composite (Fig. 5b), and contrasts with southward
flow from the SWTP to CEI in the non-intrusive composite
(Fig. 5e). An eastward centre of high pressure at 300 hPa straddles
the southern periphery of the Plateau in the intrusive composite
(Fig. 5c), while anticyclonic winds associated with the Iran
High are much stronger and extend further eastward in the
non-intrusive composite (Fig. 5f), suggesting that intrusive
and non-intrusive CSs preferentially occur during the TP and
Iranian Plateau modes of the upper tropospheric anticyclone,
respectively39. This difference means that the upper level
circulation over the SWTP during non-intrusive CSs is
dominated by flow from the mid-latitudes rather than by flow
from the Indian subcontinent. Moist static energy, which reflects
the effects of convective heating and moistening, is likewise larger
in the intrusive composite, with a southwest–northeast tilt that
extends further over the SWTP30,40.

We apply the same method to create composite distributions of
moisture anomalies in the middle and upper troposphere using
twice-daily AIRS retrievals during 2002–2005 (Fig. 6). The
intrusive composite features a tongue of positive moisture
anomalies that extends northeastward from CEI to the SWTP
in the middle and upper troposphere (Fig. 6a–c), consistent with
the prevailing cross-barrier (southwesterly) flow. By contrast,
positive moisture anomalies are confined mainly to the southern
side of the Himalayas during non-intrusive CSs (Fig. 6d–f),

consistent with the anomalous eastward extension of the Iran
High and the associated anticyclonic flow. In summary, strong
southwesterly flow promotes moisture transport over the SWTP
during intrusive CSs, while strong northeasterly flow inhibits
moisture transport over the SWTP during non-intrusive CSs.

Figure 7 shows mean precipitation along a transect
perpendicular to the Plateau boundary for the intrusive and
non-intrusive CS composites. Intrusive and non-intrusive CSs
both result in large amounts of precipitation over the Indian
subcontinent, but intrusive CSs produce much more precipitation
over the SWTP than non-intrusive CSs. In particular, while
orographic precipitation along the south slope of the plateau
is apparent during both intrusive and non-intrusive CSs,
precipitation extends northward into the Plateau during intrusive
CSs but drops sharply at altitudes 42.5 km during non-intrusive
CSs. This difference highlights the importance of up-and-over
transport to precipitation over the SWTP. The up-and-over route
is open during intrusive CSs, and enhances rainfall by delivering
moisture and condensate to the inner part of the SWTP.
By contrast, the up-and-over route is effectively closed during
non-intrusive CSs, and precipitation rarely penetrates beyond the
flank of the plateau.

Discussion
Our results emphasize that mid-tropospheric advection of
convectively lofted hydrometeors and moisture from CSs in
CEI northward over the Himalayas (that is, ‘up-and-over’
transport) is critically important for summertime precipitation
variability over the SWTP. Relative to conventional upslope
moisture transport, which is frequent but inefficient, up-and-over
transport is more efficient but less frequent. Up-and-over
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Isotopic ratios in precipitation: 
59 intrusive cases and 39 non-intrusive cases

Our conclusions regarding the importance of up-and-over
transport during the 12 September 2002 intrusive case are further
supported by backward trajectory calculations using the
FLEXPART particle dispersion model34 (Supplementary Fig. 6).
Trajectory-derived transport pathways preceding the rain event
are qualitatively consistent with the results of the WRF
simulations described above. The quantitative partitioning of
‘up-and-over’ and ‘local convection’ trajectories is very sensitive
to the criteria used to define these subsets; however, reasonable
criteria assign 50–75% of these particles to the up-and-over route,
indicating that transport via the up-and-over route was at the
very least comparable to local convection (including that
dependent on upslope moisture transport) during this event.
Overall, the evidence consistently supports both the existence and
the critical importance of the up-and-over transport to SWTP
precipitation at event scales.

Moisture transport and isotopic observations. Both satellite
measurements and reanalyses confirm the existence of mid-
tropospheric moisture corridors extending from CEI into the
SWTP associated with intrusive CSs (for example, Supplementary
Figs 7 and 8). By contrast, the same moisture fields show distinct
breaks near the Himalayas for non-intrusive cases (not shown).
The consistency between AIRS retrievals and ERA-Interim
estimates of water vapour in this case indicates that the reanalysis
is able to adequately capture the circulation and moisture fields
over this area, as AIRS radiances were not assimilated by
ERA-Interim until April 2003 (ref. 35). The vertical structure of
the reanalysis moisture fields and circulation along the 80! E
longitude transect (Supplementary Fig. 8) during typical intrusive
and non-intrusive cases shows significant differences in the
vicinity of the Himalayas and the SWTP. During the intrusive
case, moist air and condensate lofted by strong upward motion
were advected northward to the SWTP in the 400–600 hPa layer.
By contrast, advection at these levels was directed southward
during the non-intrusive case. Upslope transport also tends to be
enhanced during intrusive events (Supplementary Fig. 8), but the
sensitivity simulations described above indicate that rainfall
during this event depended primarily on simultaneous increases
in up-and-over transport. Contrasts in upper level circulation
and rainfall between these two cases are also reproduced by the
high-Asia refined analysis (Supplementary Fig. 9).

Additional evidence for the moisture source associated with
intrusive CSs over the SWTP can be gleaned from the stable
oxygen isotope ratio (d18O) in precipitation. This tracer has been
widely used to infer key characteristics of precipitation, including
moisture source regions, transport history and the degree of
rainout24–27. We use event-based observations of d18O in
precipitation from four stations in the Tibetan Network for
Isotopes in Precipitation (TNIP) and one station operated by the
Institute of TP Research (ITP) during 1998–2007 to evaluate the
contributions of different moisture sources and transport
pathways to summertime rainfall over the SWTP. A total of 98
summertime rainfall events (59 intrusive cases and 39 non-
intrusive cases) were selected corresponding to the identified CSs
(see Supplementary Table 3 for details). As shown by previous
studies, precipitation amount and d18O are inversely related in
this region (Fig. 4), with a lower ratio of heavy isotopes during
events with higher precipitation amounts27. Moreover, we find
that intrusive CSs were consistently associated with larger
precipitation amounts and lower values of d18O than non-
intrusive CSs. This difference is consistent with differences in
moisture source and transport effects, but is also potentially
consistent with the well-known amount effect, which also
manifests as an inverse relationship between d18O and

precipitation amount36,37. To distinguish between these two
possibilities, we generate theoretical estimates of the amount
effect in local convection (dashed curves in Fig. 4; see Methods for
details) using a model intended to represent rain events due to
either upslope transport or local recycling (which both deliver
moisture to the atmospheric surface layer above the SWTP).
The theoretical estimates are consistent with the observations
collected during non-intrusive cases (when local convection is
expected to dominate), but diverge sharply from the observations
collected during intrusive cases. Ratios of d18O in summer
precipitation over the SWTP for intrusive cases are much larger
than expected based on the theoretical curves. Previous studies
have likewise shown that water vapour detrained from
tropical convective clouds is more enriched in heavy isotopes
than expected based on theoretical estimates38. The isotopic
observations collected during intrusive cases are therefore
consistent with efficient moisture transport from the tropical
ocean via the up-and-over pathway, and inconsistent with heavy
convective precipitation that depends on moisture sources that
deliver water vapour primarily to the surface layer (that is,
upslope flow and local evapotranspiration).

Composite and mean precipitation profiles. To extend our
analysis beyond event scales, we construct composites for all
intrusive and non-intrusive CSs during the period 1998–2005
(Fig. 5). Intrusive CSs account for approximately half of total
summertime precipitation over both CEI (46%) and the SWTP
(47%), with small interannual fluctuations. Precipitation occurs
over the SWTP during 90% of the intrusive CSs, while rainfall is
mostly confined to the Indian subcontinent during non-intrusive
CSs. Non-intrusive CSs account for B35% of total summer
rainfall over CEI, but with relatively little rainfall over the SWTP
(17% of total summertime precipitation). Similar to the example
cases discussed above, both composites have a low-level cyclonic
circulation over CEI. CSs are more intense and extend further
northwestward in the intrusive composite (Fig. 5a), while CSs and
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Supplementary Figure 3. Model domains and observation stations. WRF model 

domains (horizontal resolutions of 27 km in domain 1 and 9 km in domain 2, 

respectively). The red markers indicate the locations of the five isotopic observation 

stations (Supplementary Table S3) and the blue markers with station number indicate 

the location of four radiosonde stations used in Supplementary Figure 10. The green 

dashed line indicates the cross section in Supplementary Figure 5. 
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inversely related

• Intrusive CSs (blue points) generate 
larger precipitation amounts with 
lower δ18O

• The amount effect or differences in 
sources and/or transport? — can be 
differentiated by estimating variations 
of δ18O with precipitation amount 
assuming local sources (dashed lines)

• Non-intrusive cases (when local 
sources are expected to dominate) 
are consistent with the theoretical 
model; intrusive cases are not

• Isotopic observations are therefore 
consistent with efficient moisture 
transport via the up-and-over route, 
and inconsistent with convective 
precipitation that depends on local 
recycling or upslope flow
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Step #3: further validation  
Examination of alternative data sets: output from the High-Asia 
Refined analysis (HAR) is consistent with ERA-Interim and AIRS

 

Supplementary Figure 9. Precipitation, circulation and total water profiles from 

HAR. a, Rainfall distribution and 500 hPa isobaric winds and c, vertical profile of 

total water content and winds along the 80ºE longitude from the High-Asia Refined 

analysis (HAR) at 30-km resolution for a typical intrusive case (12 September 2002). 

b and d, As in a and c, but for a typical non-intrusive case (23 August 2002). HAR 

data, which have been prepared using a dynamical downscaling method, have been 

shown to be reliable over the Tibetan Plateau12.   
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Step #4: quantification  
To quantify the up-and-over contribution to precipitation over the 
SWTP, we run nested WRF simulations and cut moisture transport 
across the southern boundary by half in certain layers
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stations (Supplementary Table S3) and the blue markers with station number indicate 

the location of four radiosonde stations used in Supplementary Figure 10. The green 

dashed line indicates the cross section in Supplementary Figure 5. 
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WRF sensitivity simulations: 
Sensitivity simulations indicate that 50~80% of precipitation during 
intrusive cases is due to up-and-over moisture transport

Intrusive and non-intrusive deep CSs. Not all precipitation
events over CEI are accompanied by strong precipitation over the
SWTP. In some cases, convective precipitation over CEI is con-
fined to the south side of the Himalayas. We therefore categorize
CSs over CEI into two types based on the characteristics of the
mid-tropospheric flow near the Himalayas (see Methods). We
define each CS as intrusive if the mid-tropospheric circulation
permits it to influence the SWTP, and non-intrusive if its effects
are confined to the south side of the Himalayas. Supplementary
Figure 2 shows examples of typical intrusive and non-intrusive
CS events. Both examples were characterized by a closed low-level
(850 hPa) centre of low pressure south of the Himalayas; however,
strong rainfall extended northward into the SWTP for the
intrusive CS and did not for the non-intrusive CS. The northward
extension of rainfall in the intrusive case was associated with
strong cross-barrier (southwesterly) winds of up to 10 m s–1 at
500 hPa and a region of persistent large-scale ascent that extended
from the Indian subcontinent to the SWTP. At 300 hPa, strong
southwesterlies ahead of an approaching upper level trough
pushed the upper tropospheric high southeastward. These middle
and upper tropospheric circulation patterns promoted the
advection of convectively lifted moisture and hydrometeors from
the Indian subcontinent northeastward over the SWTP, in stark
contrast to the circulation patterns observed during the non-
intrusive CS. In the non-intrusive case, the low-pressure system
extended upward from the surface to 500 hPa, with predominant
easterly flow along the mountain range. Meanwhile, the centre of
high pressure at 300 hPa straddled the mountain range, with
northwesterly flow towards the SWTP and northeasterly flow
towards the Indian Subcontinent. The absence of cross-barrier
flow in the middle and upper troposphere (500 and 300 hPa)
effectively prevented the northward transport of moisture and
hydrometeors, so that rainfall was mostly confined to the Indian
subcontinent. The moist static energy at 300 hPa was likewise
much larger during the intrusive case than during the non-
intrusive case, indicating that upper levels of the troposphere
experienced greater moistening and diabatic heating during the
intrusive case.

WRF simulations and backward trajectory calculations. It is
difficult to distinguish the relative contributions of up-and-over
transport, upslope transport and local processes using
observations alone. For example, the pattern of precipitation we
attribute to up-and-over transport might instead be generated
by two separate rainfall events over the SWTP and CEI. We
therefore conduct a series of sensitivity simulations using the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (see Methods),
in which we estimate the quantitative contributions of up-and-
over transport, upslope transport and local recycling processes to
the precipitation over the SWTP by reducing the advection of
moisture and hydrometeors across the southern boundary
into the SWTP within certain layers (Supplementary Fig. 3).
A sensitivity simulation with hydrometeor advection entirely
disallowed gives negligible precipitation change over the SWTP as
compared with the control simulation (Figure not shown);
however, this does not necessarily indicate that hydrometeor
transport is unimportant given the large uncertainties in model
simulated hydrometeor fields. In light of these uncertainties, we
focus on the moisture transport within different layers for the
following sensitivity simulations. We assume that water vapour
advection across the southern boundary of the Plateau over CEI
initially located more than 5 km above ground level (AGL) is
mainly related to up-and-over transport, while advection of CEI
water vapour initially located below 2.5 km AGL is mostly
associated with upslope transport. Advection of CEI water vapour

between 2.5 and 5 km AGL is assumed to be a mixture of the
up-and-over and upslope transport. We use transport in this layer
to represent uncertainties associated with partitioning between
the two pathways.

The distribution of precipitation and the upper level circulation
produced by the control simulation agree well with TRMM
observations and ERA-Interim reanalyses (Fig. 3). Simulated
precipitation over the SWTP decreases by B56% when advection
of upper layer (45 km AGL) water vapour is reduced by half.
Halving the transport of water vapour at levels 42.5 km, AGL
further reduces the precipitation, with simulated rainfall only
B18% of that produced in the control simulation. Simulated
precipitation over the SWTP essentially disappears (B2% of the
control simulation) when water vapour transport across the
southern boundary is halved through the entire vertical column.
These results indicate that the vast majority of the precipitation in
this case (B98%) depends on transport of moisture from
the Indian subcontinent, with large contributions (56–82%)
attributable to up-and-over transport. Additional simulations for
other intrusive CSs show similar results (Supplementary Fig. 4),
indicating that these contributions are robust.

The topographic features of the Himalayas, including both
valleys and ridges, are well-represented by the 9-km grid used for
the WRF simulations (Supplementary Fig. 5). Moisture transport
can be found both in the valleys and at middle-to-upper levels,
indicating that the upslope and up-and-over routes coexist.
However, the reduction of moisture transport in the sensitivity
simulations is most pronounced when advection of upper layer
moisture is eliminated, indicating that moisture supply during
these events depended most critically on up-and-over transport.
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WRF sensitivity simulations: 
These results (50~80%) are consistent for four randomly selected 
intrusive cases, suggesting that these numbers are relatively robust 
among individual intrusive CSs

 

Supplementary Figure 4. Fractions of rainfall over SWTP attributed by the 

different moisture pathways in WRF simulations.  Bars with different color 

indicate four relevant moisture sources (i.e. up-and-over, mixed, upslope, and local). 
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FLEXPART back trajectories:
Trajectory model simulations using FLEXPART also assign 50~75% 
of likely “rain particles” to up-and-over transport during intrusive 
cases

up-and-over upslope flow / local recycling
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Step #5: composite analysis
About half of all convective events over CEI are intrusive, and these 
account for about half of summer rainfall over the SWTP

850 hPa v & fraction 
of summer rainfall 500 hPa v and ω 300 hPa v and moist static energy

the monsoon trough are typically shifted slightly eastward
towards the northwestern Bay of Bengal in the non-intrusive
composite (Fig. 5d). The area of heavy rainfall during intrusive
CSs extends towards the northeast in a band that stretches from
CEI to the SWTP, but the area of heavy rainfall during non-
intrusive CSs is smaller and mostly confined to CEI. Northward
cross-barrier flow from CEI to the SWTP at 500 hPa is apparent
in the intrusive composite (Fig. 5b), and contrasts with southward
flow from the SWTP to CEI in the non-intrusive composite
(Fig. 5e). An eastward centre of high pressure at 300 hPa straddles
the southern periphery of the Plateau in the intrusive composite
(Fig. 5c), while anticyclonic winds associated with the Iran
High are much stronger and extend further eastward in the
non-intrusive composite (Fig. 5f), suggesting that intrusive
and non-intrusive CSs preferentially occur during the TP and
Iranian Plateau modes of the upper tropospheric anticyclone,
respectively39. This difference means that the upper level
circulation over the SWTP during non-intrusive CSs is
dominated by flow from the mid-latitudes rather than by flow
from the Indian subcontinent. Moist static energy, which reflects
the effects of convective heating and moistening, is likewise larger
in the intrusive composite, with a southwest–northeast tilt that
extends further over the SWTP30,40.

We apply the same method to create composite distributions of
moisture anomalies in the middle and upper troposphere using
twice-daily AIRS retrievals during 2002–2005 (Fig. 6). The
intrusive composite features a tongue of positive moisture
anomalies that extends northeastward from CEI to the SWTP
in the middle and upper troposphere (Fig. 6a–c), consistent with
the prevailing cross-barrier (southwesterly) flow. By contrast,
positive moisture anomalies are confined mainly to the southern
side of the Himalayas during non-intrusive CSs (Fig. 6d–f),

consistent with the anomalous eastward extension of the Iran
High and the associated anticyclonic flow. In summary, strong
southwesterly flow promotes moisture transport over the SWTP
during intrusive CSs, while strong northeasterly flow inhibits
moisture transport over the SWTP during non-intrusive CSs.

Figure 7 shows mean precipitation along a transect
perpendicular to the Plateau boundary for the intrusive and
non-intrusive CS composites. Intrusive and non-intrusive CSs
both result in large amounts of precipitation over the Indian
subcontinent, but intrusive CSs produce much more precipitation
over the SWTP than non-intrusive CSs. In particular, while
orographic precipitation along the south slope of the plateau
is apparent during both intrusive and non-intrusive CSs,
precipitation extends northward into the Plateau during intrusive
CSs but drops sharply at altitudes 42.5 km during non-intrusive
CSs. This difference highlights the importance of up-and-over
transport to precipitation over the SWTP. The up-and-over route
is open during intrusive CSs, and enhances rainfall by delivering
moisture and condensate to the inner part of the SWTP.
By contrast, the up-and-over route is effectively closed during
non-intrusive CSs, and precipitation rarely penetrates beyond the
flank of the plateau.

Discussion
Our results emphasize that mid-tropospheric advection of
convectively lofted hydrometeors and moisture from CSs in
CEI northward over the Himalayas (that is, ‘up-and-over’
transport) is critically important for summertime precipitation
variability over the SWTP. Relative to conventional upslope
moisture transport, which is frequent but inefficient, up-and-over
transport is more efficient but less frequent. Up-and-over
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Figure 5 | Composite precipitation and circulation characteristics. (a) Rainfall percentage overlaid with 850 hPa winds, (b) vertical velocity and winds at
500 hPa and (c) moist static energy and winds at 300 hPa for all intrusive CSs (227 events) during 1998–2005. (d–f) As in a–c but for non-intrusive CSs
(229 events). The region is extended westward in c,f to show the Iran High. Blue contours in a,d indicate regions with 410 storm centres. The red isoline is
the 2,500 m elevation contour. The black rectangle in a is used in subsequent transect calculations.
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Satellite observations:
AIRS observations support the hypothesis that upper tropospheric 
moisture transport is enhanced during intrusive CSs

500 hPa moisture and winds

transport occurs on B23% of days during summer and accounts
for approximately half of total summer rainfall over the SWTP.
Local convection also occurs frequently over the SWTP in
summer, and follows a clear diurnal cycle with an afternoon peak.
Episodes of local convection often follow intrusive CSs (Fig. 2b),
when up-and-over transport is particularly strong. This lag
may be explained by the importance of precipitation recycling
processes13,20 in these episodes. Up-and-over transport,
complemented by upslope transport, and associated rainfall
represent the ultimate source of much of the moisture that
participates in these recycling processes, and therefore contribute
to total precipitation over the SWTP even on days when this
transport is weak or non-existent. In this sense, up-and-over
transport associated with intrusive CSs over India fundamentally
determines the overall wetness of the SWTP: without this
transport, the SWTP would be substantially drier. Although
most precipitation over the SWTP occurs during summer, future
studies should investigate the role of precipitation variability in
other seasons (especially that associated with mid-latitude
systems during winter) in the regional water budget.

We present strong evidence that intrusive CSs over the Indian
subcontinent directly and significantly influence rainfall over the
SWTP at both seasonal and event scales. This result has
important implications for understanding and evaluating
projections of future changes in regional precipitation to climate
forcings, and for assessing the resilience of the biosphere,
hydrosphere and cryosphere in this region. Confidence in
projected changes in regional rainfall is notoriously difficult to
achieve, but is vitally important for planning adaptation
strategies, managing water resources and establishing
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Figure 6 | Composite moisture and circulation characteristics. Mid- and upper level moisture anomalies from AIRS overlaid with wind anomalies from
ERA-Interim at (a) 500 hPa, (b) 400 hPa and (c) 300 hPa for all intrusive CSs (103 events) during 2002–2005. (d–f) As in a–c but for non-intrusive CSs
(90 events). The red isoline is the 2,500 m elevation contour.
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Figure 7 | Precipitation profiles and a schematic of the up-and-over
transport. Mean precipitation averaged over the black box marked in Fig. 5a
for the intrusive CSs (red), non-intrusive CSs (blue) and total summer
rainfall over 1998–2005 based on TRMM data. The shaded regions
represent 1 s.e.m. The dashed line indicates the periphery of the
southwestern Tibetan Plateau (SWTP), defined as topography 2,500 m
above mean sea level.
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Summary:
transport occurs on B23% of days during summer and accounts
for approximately half of total summer rainfall over the SWTP.
Local convection also occurs frequently over the SWTP in
summer, and follows a clear diurnal cycle with an afternoon peak.
Episodes of local convection often follow intrusive CSs (Fig. 2b),
when up-and-over transport is particularly strong. This lag
may be explained by the importance of precipitation recycling
processes13,20 in these episodes. Up-and-over transport,
complemented by upslope transport, and associated rainfall
represent the ultimate source of much of the moisture that
participates in these recycling processes, and therefore contribute
to total precipitation over the SWTP even on days when this
transport is weak or non-existent. In this sense, up-and-over
transport associated with intrusive CSs over India fundamentally
determines the overall wetness of the SWTP: without this
transport, the SWTP would be substantially drier. Although
most precipitation over the SWTP occurs during summer, future
studies should investigate the role of precipitation variability in
other seasons (especially that associated with mid-latitude
systems during winter) in the regional water budget.

We present strong evidence that intrusive CSs over the Indian
subcontinent directly and significantly influence rainfall over the
SWTP at both seasonal and event scales. This result has
important implications for understanding and evaluating
projections of future changes in regional precipitation to climate
forcings, and for assessing the resilience of the biosphere,
hydrosphere and cryosphere in this region. Confidence in
projected changes in regional rainfall is notoriously difficult to
achieve, but is vitally important for planning adaptation
strategies, managing water resources and establishing
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Figure 6 | Composite moisture and circulation characteristics. Mid- and upper level moisture anomalies from AIRS overlaid with wind anomalies from
ERA-Interim at (a) 500 hPa, (b) 400 hPa and (c) 300 hPa for all intrusive CSs (103 events) during 2002–2005. (d–f) As in a–c but for non-intrusive CSs
(90 events). The red isoline is the 2,500 m elevation contour.
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Figure 7 | Precipitation profiles and a schematic of the up-and-over
transport. Mean precipitation averaged over the black box marked in Fig. 5a
for the intrusive CSs (red), non-intrusive CSs (blue) and total summer
rainfall over 1998–2005 based on TRMM data. The shaded regions
represent 1 s.e.m. The dashed line indicates the periphery of the
southwestern Tibetan Plateau (SWTP), defined as topography 2,500 m
above mean sea level.
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• We find a strong connection 
between summer rainfall 
over CEI and over SWTP at 
multiple time scales, despite 
the topographic barrier

• This link is maintained by 
convection over CEI (up) 
and transport in the middle–
upper troposphere (over)

• Intrusive CSs contribute half 
of summer rainfall over the 
SWTP, of which 50~80% is 
supplied via the up-and-over 
moisture transport route 

• SWTP rainfall far exceeds 
the seasonal mean during 
intrusive CSs, when the up-
and-over route is “open”

• Rainfall rarely passes beyond 
the plateau flank during non-
intrusive CSs, when the up-
and-over route is “closed”
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the monsoon trough are typically shifted slightly eastward
towards the northwestern Bay of Bengal in the non-intrusive
composite (Fig. 5d). The area of heavy rainfall during intrusive
CSs extends towards the northeast in a band that stretches from
CEI to the SWTP, but the area of heavy rainfall during non-
intrusive CSs is smaller and mostly confined to CEI. Northward
cross-barrier flow from CEI to the SWTP at 500 hPa is apparent
in the intrusive composite (Fig. 5b), and contrasts with southward
flow from the SWTP to CEI in the non-intrusive composite
(Fig. 5e). An eastward centre of high pressure at 300 hPa straddles
the southern periphery of the Plateau in the intrusive composite
(Fig. 5c), while anticyclonic winds associated with the Iran
High are much stronger and extend further eastward in the
non-intrusive composite (Fig. 5f), suggesting that intrusive
and non-intrusive CSs preferentially occur during the TP and
Iranian Plateau modes of the upper tropospheric anticyclone,
respectively39. This difference means that the upper level
circulation over the SWTP during non-intrusive CSs is
dominated by flow from the mid-latitudes rather than by flow
from the Indian subcontinent. Moist static energy, which reflects
the effects of convective heating and moistening, is likewise larger
in the intrusive composite, with a southwest–northeast tilt that
extends further over the SWTP30,40.

We apply the same method to create composite distributions of
moisture anomalies in the middle and upper troposphere using
twice-daily AIRS retrievals during 2002–2005 (Fig. 6). The
intrusive composite features a tongue of positive moisture
anomalies that extends northeastward from CEI to the SWTP
in the middle and upper troposphere (Fig. 6a–c), consistent with
the prevailing cross-barrier (southwesterly) flow. By contrast,
positive moisture anomalies are confined mainly to the southern
side of the Himalayas during non-intrusive CSs (Fig. 6d–f),

consistent with the anomalous eastward extension of the Iran
High and the associated anticyclonic flow. In summary, strong
southwesterly flow promotes moisture transport over the SWTP
during intrusive CSs, while strong northeasterly flow inhibits
moisture transport over the SWTP during non-intrusive CSs.

Figure 7 shows mean precipitation along a transect
perpendicular to the Plateau boundary for the intrusive and
non-intrusive CS composites. Intrusive and non-intrusive CSs
both result in large amounts of precipitation over the Indian
subcontinent, but intrusive CSs produce much more precipitation
over the SWTP than non-intrusive CSs. In particular, while
orographic precipitation along the south slope of the plateau
is apparent during both intrusive and non-intrusive CSs,
precipitation extends northward into the Plateau during intrusive
CSs but drops sharply at altitudes 42.5 km during non-intrusive
CSs. This difference highlights the importance of up-and-over
transport to precipitation over the SWTP. The up-and-over route
is open during intrusive CSs, and enhances rainfall by delivering
moisture and condensate to the inner part of the SWTP.
By contrast, the up-and-over route is effectively closed during
non-intrusive CSs, and precipitation rarely penetrates beyond the
flank of the plateau.

Discussion
Our results emphasize that mid-tropospheric advection of
convectively lofted hydrometeors and moisture from CSs in
CEI northward over the Himalayas (that is, ‘up-and-over’
transport) is critically important for summertime precipitation
variability over the SWTP. Relative to conventional upslope
moisture transport, which is frequent but inefficient, up-and-over
transport is more efficient but less frequent. Up-and-over
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Figure 5 | Composite precipitation and circulation characteristics. (a) Rainfall percentage overlaid with 850 hPa winds, (b) vertical velocity and winds at
500 hPa and (c) moist static energy and winds at 300 hPa for all intrusive CSs (227 events) during 1998–2005. (d–f) As in a–c but for non-intrusive CSs
(229 events). The region is extended westward in c,f to show the Iran High. Blue contours in a,d indicate regions with 410 storm centres. The red isoline is
the 2,500 m elevation contour. The black rectangle in a is used in subsequent transect calculations.
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Further thoughts:
Episodes of local convection over the SWTP often occur in the 
days following intrusive CS events, suggesting that the role of up-
and-over transport also extends to supplying moisture for local 
precipitation recycling processes. In this sense, intrusive CSs over 
CEI and associated up-and-over transport fundamentally determine 
the overall wetness of the SWTP: without this source, the SWTP 
would be substantially drier.
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Key message: 
The direct dynamical link between summer precipitation over CEI 
and summer precipitation over SWTP provides valuable context 
for evaluating projections and reconstructions of climate change in 
this region, and for assessing the resilience of the SWTP biosphere, 
hydrosphere, and cryosphere.
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